
LIGHT FARE SMART & FLEX FARES BUSINESS FARE

CABIN BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE (included per passenger)

1 piece up to 8 kg (55x40x23 cm)  
+ 1 small personal item* (40x30x20 cm)

* Personal Item: each passenger may also carry a smaller personal item, 
such as a handbag, a camera bag, a laptop bag or a briefcase no larger 
than 40x30x20 cm.

1 piece up to 8 kg (55x40x23 cm)  
+ 1 small personal item* (40x30x20 cm)

* Personal Item: each passenger may also carry a smaller personal item, 
such as a handbag, a camera bag, a laptop bag or a briefcase no larger 
than 40x30x20 cm.

2 pieces up to 8 kg (55x40x23 cm)  
+ 1 small personal item* (40x30x20 cm)

* Personal Item: each passenger may also carry a smaller personal item, 
such as a handbag, a camera bag, a laptop bag or a briefcase no larger 
than 40x30x20 cm.

CHECKED HOLD BAGGAGE (included per passenger)

0 piece 
none included in fare

1 piece up to 23 kg 
(w x h x d: max. 158 cm)

2 pieces up to 32 kg / piece 
(w x h x d: max. 158 cm)

+ 1 golf equipment

EXCESS BAGGAGE
First baggage  up to 7 days before departure 30 EUR
 from 7 days to 24 hours before departure 45 EUR
 < 24 hours before departure 60 EUR

Excess weight  50 EUR flat fee
(maximum weight authorised for 1 baggage: 32kg)

Additional baggage 75 EUR flat fee

Excess weight 50 EUR flat fee
(maximum weight authorised for 1 baggage: 32kg)

Additional baggage 75 EUR flat fee

Excess weight not applicable  

(maximum weight authorised for 1 baggage being 32 kg) 

Additional baggage 75 EUR flat fee

Passengers whose cabin baggage exceeds the permitted dimensions 55x40x23 cm must pay an additional fee of 75 EUR at the gate. The item of baggage will then be stored in 
the aircraft’s hold. This rule also applies if other cabin baggage regulations are not observed (e.g. having more items than included in the fare, or an item of cabin baggage that 
exceeds 8 kg). Important note: personal items that exceed the permitted dimensions of 40x30x20 cm, will be considered as an additional piece of cabin baggage and 
subject to the above limitations.

ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES

INFANTS

1 car seat                     1 stroller
(valid for all fares)

FREQUENT FLYER CUSTOMERS

Discover as well all the benefits of your Miles & More Luxair

MILES & MORE MEMBER MILES & MORE MEMBER MILES & MORE MEMBER

FREQUENT TRAVELLER FREQUENT TRAVELLER FREQUENT TRAVELLER

SENATOR and HON CIRCLE MEMBER SENATOR and HON CIRCLE MEMBER SENATOR and HON CIRCLE MEMBER

Above baggage allowance policy applies to all flights within the Luxair Luxembourg Airlines network.

Baggage allowance

OR

1 piece up to 23 kg 1 golf equipment

OR

1 piece up to 32 kg 1 golf equipment

AND

1 piece up to 23 kg 1 golf equipment

AND

1 golf equipment1 piece up to 32 kg

OR


